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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Stuyvesant Falls Hydroelectric Project, identified as Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) Project No. 2696, is a waterpower facility located on Kinderhook
Creek in the Town of Stuyvesant, Columbia County, New York, approximately 12 miles
upstream from its confluence with the Hudson River.

Figure 1. Portion of Stottville Quadrangle
Columbia County, New York
Scale: 1" = 2,000'

The facility was originally constructed in 1899 and ceased operations in 1994. The
project license was transferred to the Town of Stuyvesant and Albany Engineering
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Corporation (collectively, the Licensee) in December 2003. Albany Engineering
Corporation (AEC) acquired ownership of the project property in March 2008 and
undertook a comprehensive restoration and rehabilitation effort to restore the facility to
operating condition. Commercial operation resumed in December 2012.
By Order issued April 5, 2013 (and subsequently amended on January 29, 2021), FERC
granted a new 30-year license for the construction, operation, and maintenance of the
Stuyvesant Hydroelectric Project. The amended project description includes the
following components: (1) a 13-foot-high, 240-foot-long, masonry gravity dam
(Stuyvesant Falls dam) on Kinderhook Creek; (2) a 46-acre impoundment, with a gross
storage capacity of 299 acre-feet at a normal water surface elevation of 174.3 feet
National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) 1929; (3) a stone and concrete intake
structure protected by a fish screen, tainter gate1, and trash sluice located near the south
abutment of the gravity dam; (4) a fish passage pipe to be constructed at the Stuyvesant
Falls dam; (5) two refurbished 7.5-foot diameter, 2,860-foot-long, riveted-steel
penstocks; (6) a concrete, steel, and brick powerhouse, approximately 144 feet long, 84
feet wide, and 60 feet high; (7) two new single-runner Francis turbines, each with a
nameplate capacity of 4,511 kW, connected to two new generators each rated at 3,000
kilovolt-amperes (kVA) and capable of operating at a power factor of 0.7 (or 2,100 kW
each); (8) a 32-foot-long and 21-foot-wide tailrace channel; (9) a 34.5-kilovolt (kV) step
up transformer, two 34.5-kV, 20-foot-long primary leads (one existing, one new)
supplying an existing National Grid substation adjacent to the powerhouse; and (10)
ancillary plant equipment.
Article 414 of the project license requires preparation of a revised Recreation Plan to
clarify measures contained in the December 27, 2011 Recreation Plan, including
conceptual drawings and details regarding the location of proposed recreation facilities
and the amenities to be provided at each site. A revised Recreation Plan was submitted to
FERC on July 23, 2015. In correspondence dated March 20, 2016, FERC identified
several items requiring clarification or additional information and also offered the
licensee the option to withdraw the revised plan if land ownership issues related to
ongoing litigation prevented the licensee from being able to formulate the requested
conceptual drawings and/or provide an achievable construction schedule for
implementing the plan. The licensee withdrew the revised Recreation Plan on May 11,
2016, and requested several extensions of time to file the revised pending resolution of
the land ownership issues.
In correspondence dated September 21, 2020, AEC informed FERC that a property map
prepared for Allied in October 1995 fully documented the property rights ascribed to the
hydroelectric project.2 These include the right to use in perpetuity all lands necessary or
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The existing tainter gate will be removed and replaced with a comparable slide gate
already procured by the licensee.
2
Document Accession #: 20200921-5084
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appropriate for construction, maintenance, and operation of the hydroelectric station.3
The licensee is taking the position these rights include the use of all lands necessary or
appropriate for compliance with Article 414 for the recreation plan.
This revised Recreation Plan has been prepared in accordance with license article 414
and in consultation with New York State Office of Parks, Recreation, Historic
Preservation (SHPO); New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
(NYSDEC); Town of Stuyvesant supervisor, and recreation and trails committees; and
Allied Healthcare Products, Inc. (Allied). Documentation of consultation is provided in
Appendix 2.
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The licensee provided this information to Allied on September 21, 2020, and has not
received any response as of this date. The licensee is taking this lack of response as
concurrence and is proceeding accordingly.
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2.

AESTHETIC RESOURCES

The Stuyvesant Falls Hydroelectric Project is located almost entirely within the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) Stuyvesant Falls Mill District. Consequently, the
primary aesthetic resources within the project area include the two waterfalls and stream
corridor of Kinderhook Creek and the adjacent property. The 13-foot high project dam is
located at the upper falls, which are approximately 20-feet high. There is a lower
waterfall, approximately 30-feet high, located below the dam and Columbia County
Route 25A, followed by a series of rapids that drop approximately 60-feet in elevation in
the bypass reach. Locations having the greatest aesthetic views are the historic iron truss
bridge on Route 25A4 and adjacent pocket park (Overlook Park), and the town park
(Sandbar Park) located on the east side of the creek just below the upper falls. Various
views of the upper falls, stream corridor, lower falls, and rapids are available from these
three vantage points. The project intake is not visible from Sandbar Park. The
powerhouse is situated approximately ½-mile downstream from the parks and historic
bridge, surrounded by dense vegetation, and is not visible from any of these aesthetic
vantage points.
The various scenic vantage points are depicted on the Aesthetic Resource Map provided
in Appendix 1.
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The wrought iron bridge was built in 1899 and significantly renovated in 1995 to
preserve its historic character, but the bridge is inadequate for the current traffic needs
and has deteriorated to the point where it will be replaced with a modern bridge
beginning in 2021.
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3.

EXISTING RECREATION FACILITIES

The Town of Stuyvesant maintains two parks within the project vicinity.5
•

The larger of the two parks is referred to as Sandbar Park and is located off
Lindenwald Avenue on the east bank of Kinderhook Creek. This park provides
off-road parking for approximately 20 vehicles, seasonal picnic facilities and easy
access to the creek for fishing. There are several “No Swimming” signs posted in
the area but the natural impoundment formed between the upper and lower
waterfalls proves too tempting to be ignored in this unsupervised location. The
Town of Stuyvesant has become increasing concerned about vandalism and other
inappropriate activities being conducted in the vicinity of the Sandbar Park. AEC
has consulted with the Town on this matter and has agreed to modify the
recreation plan to eliminate previously proposed recreational amenities that might
attract these undesirable activities. At the Town’s request, installation of lighting
and a composting toilet at Sandbar Park have been removed from the recreation
plan.

•

The smaller park is a “pocket park” referred to as Overlook Park, which is
located adjacent to the historic iron truss bridge on Columbia County Route 25A.
In summer 2009 AEC constructed a kiosk in this park (Photos 1 and 2) that
depicts the history of waterpower in the project area. The footpath crossing the
iron truss bridge offers a scenic vista both up and down the creek, including views
of the two waterfalls within the creek, and pedestrian access to Overlook Park.
There is no access to the water at this location. The Town provides a picnic table
here during the warm weather months, and wooden benches (Photo 3) have
recently been installed in conjunction with the Albany-Hudson Electric Trail
(AHET).

Photos 1 and 2. Kiosk in Overlook Park.
5

Neither Sandbar Park nor Overlook Park is supervised or monitored. The Town of
Stuyvesant does not allow nighttime usage at either location and none is contemplated for
the future.
5

Photo3. New benches in Overlook Park with view of project dam and waterfall.

Overlook Park has been incorporated into the AHET as a trailhead location. Photo 4 is of
the trailhead sign installed in Overlook Park (note the kiosk that AEC constructed in 2009
visible in the background of the photo). In conjunction with the AHET, four parking
spaces have been provided at this location on Columbia County Route 25A. AHET
literature also identifies the 20 parking spaces at Sandbar Park as being available for trail
access.

Photo 4. Trailhead sign for AHET in Overlook Park.
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On December 30, 2020, Governor Andrew Cuomo announced the AHET was complete
and open to the public. This is a 36-mile multi-use recreational trail running from the City
of Rensselaer in Rensselaer County to the City of Hudson in Columbia County, a portion
of which passes just to the north of the project boundary, as shown in Figure 2, and
provides views of both the project dam and powerhouse from the opposite side of
Kinderhook Creek. The trail follows the route of the historic Albany-Hudson Electric
Railroad, for which the Stuyvesant Falls Hydroelectric Project was originally built to
provide electric service, and provides a recreational route for walkers, joggers, and
cyclists. The AHET is designed to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act.

Figure 2. Portion of AHET adjacent to project boundary
(source: https://empiretrail.ny.gov/poughkeepsie-albany/kinderhook-nassau)

AEC provided assistance to Milestone Heritage Consulting on an interpretive history
signage project for the AHET, which included information specifically related to the
Stuyvesant Falls Hydroelectric Project and project area. Copies of the respective panels
that will be installed along the trail route are provided in Photos 5 and 6.
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Photos 5 and 6. AHET photo panels relevant to the Stuyvesant Falls Hydroelectric
Project.

There is no formal public access to the waters of Kinderhook Creek within the project
boundary. As depicted on the Recreational Resource Map provided in Appendix 1,
informal access for boating and fishing is available: (1) in the impoundment, (2) at
Sandbar Park, and (3) downstream of the powerhouse tailrace. All of the land
surrounding the impoundment and downstream of the powerhouse tailrace is privately
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owned, and it is those residents who typically enjoy the benefit of fishing and boating
activities that presently occur within these areas. Boat access to the impoundment can
also be provided from locations located upstream of the uppermost limit of the project
boundary.
Swimming at Sandbar Park is a prohibited (although nonetheless undertaken) activity.
The local VFW (Post 9593) is another recreational resource located near the project,
offering sponsored activities and a softball field.
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4.

PROPOSED RECREATION FACILITIES

Following is a discussion of both the additional recreational amenities proposed for
implementation within the project boundary and those that have been reconsidered and
eliminated as a result of recent consultation.
•

Sandbar Park is located on the opposite side of the highway bridge and
Kinderhook Creek from Overlook Park and the AHET. There has been no
progress on the proposed Kinderhook-Stuyvesant-Stockport Inter-Municipal Trail
that was previously planned to pass through Sandbar Park; however, if that trail
system becomes a viable undertaking in the future, the licensee will work with the
Town of Stuyvesant Trails Committee to assist with provision of a trailhead at
this location.

•

As noted for the AHET, Sandbar Park currently has 20 parking spaces that can be
used for both visitors to the park and access to the AHET. This exceeds the six
parking spaces previously proposed in the Recreation Plan; therefore, no
additional parking spaces are necessary at this time. The need for parking will be
revisited if the Kinderhook-Stuyvesant-Stockport Inter-Municipal Trail comes to
fruition.

•

The Town of Stuyvesant has become increasingly concerned about vandalism and
other inappropriate activities being conducted in the vicinity of Sandbar Park.
Consequently, the Town has requested the previous plan for installation of
lighting and a composting toilet in Sandbar Park be removed from the Recreation
Plan. Sandbar Park will remain open for public use from dawn to dusk only, and
park use will be prohibited during night-time hours. The park will also remain a
carry-in/carry-out facility unless the Town of Stuyvesant decides to provide and
take responsibility for emptying trashcans.

•

An ADA-compliant fishing platform will be constructed along the shoreline in
Sandbar Park. The platform location is depicted in the Proposed Sign and
Facilities Location Map and construction details are provided in the Proposed
Fishing Platform provided in Appendix 1.

•

As depicted in the Proposed Sign and Facilities Location Map provided in
Appendix 1, a put-in/take-out location will be constructed upstream of the boat
safety barrier in the project impoundment. Portage from this location will be
provided to the parking area at Sandbar Park, terminating at a kiosk. No vehicle
parking will be permitted at the put-in/take-out location. It is expected that users
will park in Sandbar Park and utilize the portage route to access the
impoundment. Appropriate signage will be provided at the put-in/take-out
location and kiosk. The previously proposed stairway comprised of landscape
timbers has been eliminated as a potential safety concern. Instead, the entire
length of the portage route will be constructed with granular fill secured in
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geogrid reinforcing material, which will provide a gradual slope and uniform
walking surface. Erosion control measures will be provided in areas of significant
elevation change. Construction details are provided in the Portage Path Details in
Appendix 1.
The December 2011 version of the proposed Recreation Plan included
continued portage across Columbia County Route 25A to a location
downstream of the powerhouse, a distance of approximately 3,200 feet. The
portage route between Sandbar Park and the powerhouse has been
reconsidered and eliminated for the following reasons.
o There is a locked security gate at the entrance to the access road to
the powerhouse and National Grid substation. The public is not
permitted entry to the access road, either by vehicle or on foot.
o The slope from Columbia County Route 25A to a location below the
next waterfall is steep and treacherous and; therefore, unsuitable for
portage use.
o According to information available from American Whitewater, due
to the numerous large drops in the section of Kinderhook Creek
between the project intake and the next hydroelectric project
downstream (Chittenden Falls, P-3273) this section is designated as
Class 5+ whitewater, which describes the most extreme conditions.
Consequently, river running on Kinderhook Creek is typically done
only on the upper section above the project impoundment and
downstream of Chittenden Falls.
•

A kiosk will be constructed at Sandbar Park, similar in style and material to the
kiosk AEC previously constructed in Overlook Park, for the purpose of posting
park and portage rules and maintaining a monitoring log to be used in conjunction
with the new portage facilities. The monitoring log will be reviewed on a regular
basis to assess usage. The location of the kiosk is depicted in the Proposed Sign
and Facilities Location Map and details of the kiosk construction are provided in
the Proposed Sandbar Park Kiosk in Appendix 1.

•

In addition to the signage information provided at the new kiosk, four other signs
will be provided in conjunction with this Recreation Plan as depicted in the
Proposed Sign and Facilities Location Map. Signage type, placement locations,
and construction materials will be in accordance with the document entitled Safety
Signage at Hydropower Projects (FERC, 2001).
1. Signage will be installed upstream of the boat safety barrier to direct boaters
to the take-out point
2. Signage will be installed at the put-in/take-out location to advise users the site
is unmonitored and intended for day use only.
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3. Signage will be installed at the entrance to Sandbar Park to identify the area
and advise users the site is unmonitored and intended for day use only.
4. Signage will be provided near the shore in Sandbar Park to advise users no
swimming is permitted and the site is unmonitored and intended for day use
only.
AEC will be responsible for funding and constructing all proposed recreation facilities.
AEC will also be responsible for maintaining all of the proposed recreation facilities.
All recreation facilities will be unsupervised and will be posted for usage during daylight
hours only. It is anticipated that access to the Sandbar Park recreational facilities will
continue to be seasonally available from late spring into fall, as currently occurs, and
restricted at all other times of the year.
AEC will also undertake the following recreation-related activities.
•

Participate with adjacent property owners, municipalities, state agencies, nonprofits, and businesses to facilitate other recreational opportunities within the
project boundary, as such interests may be developed.

•

Support local efforts to discourage access to Kinderhook Creek across private
property.

•

Work with the Town of Stuyvesant to plan an outreach program for recreational
opportunities such as notices or articles in the local newspaper, postings on the
Town website, and kiosk/bulletin board postings at key locations that could direct
the reader to more information.
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5.

FUTURE RECREATION OPPORTUNITIES

The Town of Stuyvesant has a committee that is responsible for addressing recreational
needs and opportunities. A trails committee was formed in September 2009 to help
administer a $10,000 Hudson River Valley Greenway grant received by the towns of
Kinderhook, Stuyvesant, and Stockport. The grant was used to conduct a feasibility study
for developing a multi-use trail. The primary trail routes assessed in the study included:
(1) approximately 5.5 miles along the National Grid right-of-way from the Village of
Kinderhook westerly village line to Rossman Road in the Town of Stockport, which has
become part of the AHET (indicated in purple in Figure 3); and (2) approximately five
miles from the easterly Village of Kinderhook line, at the Hudson Street crossing of the
Kinderhook Creek, to the Martin Van Buren National Historic Site (Lindenwald) and to
the hamlet of Stuyvesant Falls, connecting to National Grid right-of-way, just west of the
County Rt. 25 crossing of the Kinderhook Creek (indicated in green in Figure 3).

Figure 3. Inter-Municipal Trail Feasibility Study: Kinderhook Stockport Stuyvesant, New
York, Proposed Trail Study Area.

In response to interest expressed in a town-wide recreational trail system; the trails
committee also conducted an inventory of existing trails and potential trail routes
throughout the Town of Stuyvesant.
If these proposed recreational resources are further developed they will be incorporated
into this Recreation Plan as appropriate.
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6.

SAFETY PROVISIONS

Unless otherwise noted, the following safety provisions have been extracted from the
Public Safety Plan that was submitted to FERC New York Regional Office (NYRO) in
September 2010 in conjunction with the ongoing restoration of the facility under the
current license for Project No. 2696. By letter dated November 9, 2010, FERC NYRO
accepted the Public Safety Plan as meeting the requirements of Part 12, Subpart E of the
Commission’s regulations.

6.1

SAFETY PROVISIONS RELATED TO PROJECT SECURITY

6.1.1 INTAKE AREA
Site safety measures have been coordinated with the Stuyvesant Falls Volunteer Fire
Department and New York State Police. These agencies have been instructed to
immediately notify AEC of any suspicious activity observed at the site.
The area surrounding the project intake, including the intake building, has been secured
against vandalism with new fencing, gates, and lock hardware repairs. Mechanical locks
have been installed to physically prevent unauthorized operation of the headgates. Public
access to this area is prohibited and the proposed put-in/take-out location and portage
route will be constructed to preserve this security provision.

Photo 7. View of fencing around intake area.

New electric service and telephone service has been installed at the intake. Motionactivated lights have been installed on the exterior of the intake structure. Internet access
has been established at the site and installation of a camera-based surveillance system has
been completed. There are currently two cameras installed and operational. The video
images can be accessed remotely from a dedicated web site link. All images are archived
for future reference.
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A “DAM AHEAD” warning sign is installed on the supporting structure of the trash
sluice, near the left (south) abutment of the dam. A new set of safety buoys has been
procured and installed in the impoundment to function as a boat barrier.

Photos 8 and 9. Existing warning sign on dam.

Photo 10. Boat safety barrier installed upstream of dam.

6.1.2 POWERHOUSE AREA
Site safety measures have been coordinated with the Stuyvesant Falls Volunteer Fire
Department and New York State Police. These agencies have been instructed to
immediately notify AEC of any suspicious activity observed at the site.
New locks have been installed at the powerhouse. In July 2011 a new electric-operated
access gate, with an integral emergency vehicle “YELP” access feature, was installed at
the entrance to the access road to the powerhouse.
Internet access has been established at the site and installation of a camera-based
surveillance system has been completed. There are currently six cameras installed and
operational: one is located on the exterior of the powerhouse, above the main entrance;
two are located inside the powerhouse; two are located on the penstock vent towers; and
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one is located at the powerhouse tailrace. The video images can be accessed remotely
from a dedicated web site link. All images are archived for future reference.
The powerhouse is equipped with a supervised fire and entry alarm system.

Photo 11. Electric access gate at entrance to powerhouse access road.

6.2

PUBLIC SAFETY SIGNAGE

The following signs have been prepared and installed within the project property and
representative photographs are provided below.
•

3 project identification signs

•

40 security (no trespassing signs)

•

2 dam safety signs

•

25 water pipeline markers along the penstock route

Photo 13. Identification and warning sign at
powerhouse entrance.

Photo 12. Sign at entrance to powerhouse
access road.
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Photo 14. Security sign at back door of
powerhouse.

Photo 15. Identification and warning sign at
intake house entrance.

Photo 16. Security signs along access road
to powerhouse.

Photo 17. Water pipeline marker installed
along penstock route in Sandbar Park.
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7.

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

AEC has already cleared vegetation along the new portage route from the intake area to
Sandbar Park. The proposed schedule for completing the remaining various measures
identified in the Recreation Plan is provided below.
Recreation Amenity

Proposed Completion Date

Installation of signage and construction of kiosk at
Sandbar Park

October 2021

Construction of put-in/take-out facility at project
impoundment and portage route to Sandbar Park

October 2021

Installation of signage at put-in/take-out facility

October 2021

Construction of ADA-compliant fishing platform at
Sandbar Park

October 2021

Installation of signage at Sandbar Park

October 2021

Trailhead at Sandbar Park for KinderhookStuyvesant-Stockport Inter-Municipal Trail

To be determined
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9.

CONSULTATION

This revised Recreation Plan has been prepared in consultation with New York SHPO;
NYSDEC; Town of Stuyvesant Supervisor, and recreation and trails committees; and
Allied. The draft plan was provided to these parties on March 5, 2021.
Documentation of consultation is provided in Appendix 2.
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APPENDIX 1
1. AESTHETIC RESOURCE MAP
2. RECREATIONAL RESOURCE MAP
3. PROPOSED SIGN AND FACILITIES LOCATION MAP
4. PORTAGE PATH DETAILS
5. PROPOSED FISHING PLATFORM
6. PROPOSED SANDBAR PARK KIOSK
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